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Trade Marks – Opposition to registration – whether the application to register is made in bad faith - Section 7(6)
of the Trade Marks Act 1998 [Cap. 332]
Trade Marks – Opposition to registration – whether the Applicants’ mark is identical to the Opponents’ mark –
Section 8(1) of the Trade Marks Act 1998 [Cap. 332]
Trade Marks – Opposition to registration – Likelihood of confusion - whether the Application Mark is similar
to an earlier trade mark and is to be registered for goods or services identical with or similar to those for which
the earlier trade mark is protected - Section 8(2)(b) of the Trade Marks Act 1998 [Cap. 332]
Trade Marks – Opposition to registration – whether the Applicant’s use of the Application Mark would constitute
passing off - Section 8(4)a of the Trade Marks Act 1998 [Cap. 332]
Trade Marks – Opposition to registration – whether there was honest concurrent use of the Applicants mark Section 9 of the Trade Marks Act 1998 [Cap.332]
The Applicants who are a Singapore company applied for registration of 2 marks T00/07987 and T00/07988 for
the words “spa esprit” and “spa esprit where mind is body” on 12 May 2000. Both applications were in class 42
for the services “Health care; massage; baths (Turkish); beauty salons (Beauty)”. The Opponents are an American
corporation that owns 2 registered trade marks T99/13360 and T99/13361, both for the word ESPRIT in class 42
for the services “Beauty and hairdressing salons, health and beauty spa services; restaurants, cafes, cafeterias, bars
and cocktail lounges, canteens, snack bars and catering services”. The Opponents’ registrations predate the
applications. The Opponents’ Esprit mark was first used in the US in 1970. The Opponents have registrations in
Singapore in class 25 for their Esprit mark since 1981. In 1985 the Opponents opened their first retail outlet in
Singapore selling mainly clothing but subsequently they sold footwear, headgear and other accessories as well.
By 1999, the Opponents had applications or registrations for various marks incorporating the word “ESPIRIT” in
Classes 3, 4, 8, 9, 14, 16, 18, 20, 21, 24, 25, 26, 28, 34 and 42. The Opponents’ sales turnover in Singapore alone
ranged between S$ 29 million and S$ 35 million in the years 1995 to 2000 and their advertising expenditure was
S$80,000 in the year 1995 and S$248,000 in the year 2000.
The Applicants were incorporated in 1996 as Belle Esprit Pte Ltd. In 1997 the business name was changed to Spa
Esprit Pte Ltd and the Applicants have been providing their spa services from their Holland Village outlet since
then. Their turnover in the year 2000 was $1.162 million.
The Opponents argued that the Applicants’ marks should not be registered they were identical/similar to the
Opponents’ marks for identical/similar services under sections 8(1) and 8(2)b and that the Applicants were passing
off their services as those of the Opponents’ in contravention of section 8(4)a. The Opponents also argued that the
Applicants have acted in bad faith in making these applications under section 7(6). They also argued that their
mark was well known under section 8(3). However this section was not considered by the Registrar as they were
successful under section 8(2)b. The Opponents also pleaded section 8(4) read with section 55 but the Registrar
found that section 55 could not be pleaded in that manner, therefore this ground was also not considered. The
Opponents also countered the Applicants’ submission that there was honest concurrent use under section 9, of the
Act by stating that section 9 only applied if there had been no opposition.
Held, disallowing registration
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The Registrar decided that the question whether the marks were identical should be interpreted strictly,
that the later mark must reproduce without any modification or addition, all the elements constituting the
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trade mark or where, viewed as a whole, it must only contain differences so insignificant that they may
go unnoticed by an average consumer, as stated in the SA Societe LTJ Diffusion Case. Applying the
strict interpretation, the Applicants’ marks “spa esprit” and “spa esprit where mind is body” and the
Opponents’ registered mark for the word Esprit, were not identical. Therefore the opposition under
section 8(1) failed.
The Opponents mark comprised the word ESPRIT and the Applicants marks were “spa esprit” and “spa
esprit where mind is body”. The whole of the Opponents mark was incorporated in the Applicants marks.
In the Applicants’ first mark “spa esprit”, the addition of the word “spa” did not add much to the mark
such that the marks would then be less likely to confuse. Although in the Applicants’ second mark there
were more words, namely, “where mind is body” which appeared below the words “spa esprit”, those
words did not add sufficient distinctive character to the mark, so that the marks were less likely to lead
to confusion. In fact because the words “where mind is body” appeared below and as a tag line, it would
not be perceived as the distinctive and dominant component of the mark. The word “esprit” originates
from the French language but it is found in the English dictionary. It means spirit and liveliness. That
meant that both the Opponents’ and Applicants’ marks when used on spa services would convey the
same meaning and would also be conceptually similar. There would be a likelihood of confusion. The
opposition under section 8(2) therefore succeeded.
The Applicants pleaded that there was honest concurrent use of their mark under section 9. Under the
new Act, a finding that there was honest concurrent use cannot overturn a finding that there would be
confusion under section 8(2). However it can be considered in relation to the issue of confusion under
section 8(2), applying the CODAS case. However in the present case, there was no use of the Opponents
mark on spa services. Therefore the Registrar did not have the assistance of any evidence that there was
no confusion when considering whether there would be confusion under section 8(2). The consideration
under section 8(2) was based upon whether there would be confusion assuming the Opponents use their
registered trade marks on class 42 services.
The Opponents’ reputation resided in the business of selling clothing and other class 25 goods only and
did not reside in providing spa services under class 42. Therefore the use of the Applicants’ mark on
services in class 42 would not lead to the type of confusion or deception that was needed for the element
of misrepresentation under passing off. What is required is that those who know of the reputation of the
Opponents’ must mistakenly infer from the Applicants’ use of the mark “spa esprit” or “spa esprit where
mind is body” on spa services, that the Applicants’ spa services originated from the Opponents or that
they were connected. Since that would not happen here, the opposition based on passing off under section
8(4) failed.
There is insufficient evidence to establish mala fides under section 7(6). The Opponents submitted that
they were already using their mark on clothing in class 25 when the Applicants decided to use their mark
on spa services and that therefore the Applicants acted in bad faith. However it was found that if a person
adopted for use on a different class of goods or services, a mark which already had become reputed for
one class of goods or services, then that alone is insufficient evidence to infer that the person acted mala
fides. The ground of opposition under section 7(6) therefore failed.
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